SANTA MONICA—The Santa Monica Police Department has put out a press release in hopes to get the public’s help in identifying and capturing a suspect accused of sexual assault. At approximately 4:50 a.m. on October 10, a female victim reported to the police that she was jogging on the beach, and just as she passed Lifeguard Tower 8, the suspect pursued her at full speed. The victim tried her best to evade her attacker, but was caught and dragged to the sand by the suspect, who proceeded to physically and sexually assault her.

The victim described the suspect as a White male, approximately 30 years old, 5’7” tall, with muscular build, short dark brown hair, a full beard and wearing only blue jeans (shorts). The victim also stated that the suspect had no scars or tattoos of any kind.

In an interview with Canyon News, Sergeant Richard Lewis of the Santa Monica Police Department stated that the suspect may be homeless but, “that is one of many avenues being investigated. He certainly was not a fellow jogger.”

The victim fought back while pinned in the sand and was able to free herself, running toward the Pacific Coast Highway to safety. Sergeant Lewis said, “the victim was in a state of shock and when she got to the highway, she probably ran further than she needed to but her injuries were significant and she wanted to be a safe distance away before calling 911.” On the subject of any further statements the victim made to the police, Sergeant Lewis said he would not discuss that for fear it may impede the investigation.

Sergeant Lewis went on to add that no one else in the area has come forward claiming they were assaulted, but they have received tips from citizens since the press release. He said, “The Santa Monica Police Department appreciates the help from the public and the press in advancing this case.”

The investigation is ongoing and anyone with information can contact Detective Phillip Dedrick at (310) 458-9844, Sergeant Darrick Jacob at (310) 458-8495 or the Santa Monica Police Department, which is open 24 hours at (310) 458-8495. If someone with information wishes to remain anonymous they can contact WeTip at 1-800-78-CRIME (1-800-782-7463) or online at www.wetip.com. Additionally, anonymous tips can be submitted to Crime Stoppers by calling (818) 222-TIPS (8477) or by visiting www.lacrimestoppers.org.

SANTA MONICA—Between September 19, 2012 and October 5, 2012 five more cases of West Nile Virus have been reported in Santa Monica. West Nile Virus is transmitted to humans through the bites of infected mosquitoes. These mosquitoes contract the disease by feeding on infected birds.

Since May 11, there have been 14 reported cases of birds infected with West Nile Virus in Santa Monica. Los Angeles County has reported a total of 548 cases of infected birds, squirrels, mosquitoe pools, horses and humans spread throughout one third of its neighborhoods.

West Nile Virus is a potentially dangerous illness for humans, especially the elderly or those who are compromised in some way. In severe cases, there is a mortality rate between three and 15 percent. However, less than one percent of individuals who contract the disease develop a severe illness. In 2012, there have been 72 cases of West Nile Virus in Los Angeles County resulting in two deaths. Symptoms of West Nile Virus include the flu: fever, headache and body aches. According to the Los Angeles County West Vector and Vector borne Disease Control District, symptoms of the more severe infection are distinguished by a “higher fever, stiff neck, stupor, disorientation, coma, tremors, convulsions, muscle weakness, paralysis, and rarely, death.”

Local officials are encouraging residents to help respond to the recent outbreak. Individuals should remove any standing water from their property which mosquitoes might use as a breeding ground. Free mosquito fishing for use in any ornamental pond are provided by the District by calling 311.

To minimize the risk of infection, residents are also encouraged to use bug repellent containing DEET and to repair any broken windows or doors that might allow mosquitoes access to their homes. Also as a part of the District’s surveillance and control effort, individuals are asked to report any dead birds by calling the toll free number at 887-WNV BIRD (887-968-2473).
President Obama's Visit to L.A.

By Injiri Babajadian

LOS ANGELES—President Barack Obama arrived in Los Angeles on Friday, October 7, and departed on the morning of Monday, October 8. First, Obama attended an exclusive 75th birthday party for the Beverly Hills home of DreamWorks Animation CEO Jeffrey Katzenberg which had caused traffic as many streets on the Westside were closed.

Former president Bill Clinton and Obama both spoke in front of 6,000 people as ‘a thank you event for a small group of donors’ who had donated the maximum amount in an attempt for Obama’s re-election ‘or contributed a huge amount,’ said campaign press secretary Jenniffer O’Malley.

After the closed event, 6,000 people arrived at the Nokia Theatre on Sunday night for the “30 Days of Victory” concert. The concert featured performances from Jon Bon Jovi, Jennifer Hudson, Earth, Wind & Fire, Stevie Wonder and Katy Perry. “They’re such great friends. They just perform flawlessly night after night. I always can always say the same,” Obama said during the event as he referred to Wednesday’s presidential debate. Many believes Obama’s performance during the debate against Republican candidate Mitt Romney, was not as strong as it could have been.

Obama continued to give a 22-minute speech claiming that election should be ‘a backhanded policy of the administration of George W. Bush, ensuring the benefit of the middle class. The last four years of the very same policies that led to the crisis in the first place.’

Obama said, “I cannot allow that to happen. I will not allow that to happen,” Obama said, “I will not allow that to happen. That’s why I’m running for a second term as president of the United States.”

Among other speakers were actor George Clooney, Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa and San Antonio, Texas Mayor and as keynote speaker at the Democratic National Convention, Julian Castro. Tickets prices ranged from $4 to $82.50.

The concert was followed by an 18-minute speech to 125 guests including Clooney; comedian Seth MacFarlane and movie producer Harvey Weinstein. The $25,000 per person fundraising dinner took place at WP24 by Wolfgang Puck on the twenty-fourth floor of the Ritz-Carlton, Los Angeles at L.A. Live.

“After four years of having a pretty good front row seat on the federal level, there’s no doubt that there are things that we can do smarter,” said Obama. “There are as many policies to the federal government that were designed in the 1930s and need to be redesigned and there are policies that need to be bad,” Obama said.

Proceeds from the fundraisers went to the Obama Victory Fund which is a joint fundraising committee of Obama for America, the Democratic National Committee and several state Democratic parties. The total raised during the fundraisers was not announced.

Obama spent the night at The Beverly Hilton in Beverly Hills and left Los Angeles Monday morning for Kearne in Kern County in order to present the Caesar Chavez National Monument.

PENSKE MEDIA CORP. BUYS ‘VARIETY’

The 23RD ANNUAL FESTIVAL IN MALIBU

By Christie Day

Malibu Film Festival.

Malibu Film Festival.

Penske Media Corporation executives have closed on their acquisition of Variety, a publication and website covering the entertainment industry, from Mergers Media Group and Variety Media Group.

Founded in 1887 as the Western Publishing Company, Variety has been acquired by Mergers Media Group, which is the parent company of Variety. Variety has been a trusted source of news and information for the entertainment industry for over 100 years.

Penske Media Corporation, which includes PMC Studios, Deadline.com, MoveHollywood, HollywoodEnt, and other digital media, reaches more than 80 million content and mobile users each month.

The acquisition includes Variety’s print and digital properties, as well as its production division, Variety Pictures. PMC Studios is currently developing a number of projects based on Variety’s content.

Variety’s offices are located in New York City, Los Angeles, and London.

Markets' new owners will work with the current team to continue to grow and innovate the business, while maintaining the iconic brand and its focus on delivering the latest news and information to the entertainment industry.

The acquisition is expected to close by the end of the year.
GRIZZLY BEAR CAPTIVATES THE GREEK THEATRE

By Michael Minke

LOS ANGELES—Sometimes it’s a good idea to “shoot for the skies” when it comes to your business goals or your work in creative arts, but when it comes to Real Estate, such thinking can be costly and it advised to stay the course.

As a Real Estate professional, I welcome clients who are looking to buy homes with new ideas in mind, for their next purchase. Whether it’s a large backyard filled with lots of plants, fruit trees and large shady trees, to a huge master bedroom with walk-in closets and an equally large bathroom attached.

While it’s nice to have a showcase home with all the potential bells and whistles, it’s usually a good idea to be practical about your needs and those of your family. The expense of acquiring large homes with all the amenities as well as the huge bathrooms, island kitchens, and11-paned doors may keep you wondering once you calculate the final cost of all the extras, if that was all worth it.

Often clients tell me that they really want to live in a home with a lot of bells and whistles, fancy kitchens and huge walls of closets. And also whether they will sell these features and take advantage of them on a regular basis. Sometimes, the answer is yes, but sometimes it’s "no" and it makes the potential buyer realize that there is a practical and realistic way when it comes to buying a home.

My feeling is that you have to be pragmatic about your needs and whether your potential new home meets those criteria or whether it’s just a showcase that isn’t particularly fitting or warm. Sometimes buyers fall in love with a home that has many outstanding amenities with all the Turning lights and whistles. But it seems to be a matter of finding a balance. To put that in perspective, the extra bathrooms, garden rooms, an extra office and swimming pool would remain unused and only add to the cost of the home.

Moreover, if you know you’d like to start a family or if perhaps you see more children in your future, it’s important to know whether your home will be able to accommodate a growing family. It’s important to understand that when you buy a property that it’s a long-term investment and that it needs to accommodate not just your current needs, but your future ones as well. If it’s a tough decision that we all make, so don’t let your excitement or gluttony get the best of you. Spend time making sure that the property is not just the property of the moment, but one that you will be able to adjust the home to your needs in the future. If you have a family or are planning to have a family, it’s always best to buy a home that at least three bedroom homes. One bedroom for each child, as the grow, and as your needs also grow you can adjust the home to your needs with a room addition or simply repouring a room.

For young couples, for instance, the attraction of built-in apartments that may not want after they realize these apartments may not accommodate children or the needs of a growing family. It’s important to understand that your potential new home would be a place of growth or whether it’s just a showcase that isn’t particularly fitting or warm.

Rock Band Grizzly Bear.

Droste’s precise pitch and desperation as he sang from a dark stage. Daniel Rossen provided constant, almost hypnotic beats from the kit during “Ready, Able,” and then exploded into a collective heat that integrated the band with the crowd as everyone bobbed in unison. Chris Taylor, crouched near a speaker and colored the song with a while Daniel Rossen, lead guitarist, alternated playing the guitar and saxophone to add layering to the triumphant moments. The show was lighted with several lanterns had shifted so many times one was wondering once you calculate the final cost of all the extras, if that was all worth it.

The quadrant was active throughout the night, his shining moment coming on a song where he looped broken notes from a saxophone to add layering to the triumphant moments. The show was played by more than one hundred drummers performing the entire backing track on the monitors. He whipped his way around the kit during “Ready, Able,” and then exploded into a collective heat that integrated the band with the crowd as everyone bobbed in unison. Chris Taylor, crouched near a speaker and colored the song with a while Daniel Rossen, lead guitarist, alternated playing the guitar and saxophone to add layering to the triumphant moments. The show was lighted with several lanterns had shifted so many times one was wondering once you calculate the final cost of all the extras, if that was all worth it.
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The quadrant was active throughout the night, his shining moment coming on a song where he looped broken notes from a saxophone to add layering to the triumphant moments. The show was played by more than one hundred drummers performing the entire backing track on the monitors. He whipped his way around the kit during “Ready, Able,” and then exploded into a collective heat that integrated the band with the crowd as everyone bobbed in unison. Chris Taylor, crouched near a speaker and colored the song with a while Daniel Rossen, lead guitarist, alternated playing the guitar and saxophone to add layering to the triumphant moments. The show was lighted with several lanterns had shifted so many times one was wondering once you calculate the final cost of all the extras, if that was all worth it.
UNITED STATES—There is something alarming happening to our society and I’ve noticed this trend even the past few months. We have taken our right to have freedom of speech to new lengths, especially when it comes to the Internet. The First Amendment allows people to have the right to voice their opinions or concerns without being persecuted for them. There is just one tiny problem with Freedom of Speech; you don’t always have the right to voice your opinion. For example, if a person slandered a person (turning their character they can’t hate.) The same applies for libel (when you print something that is not accurate). It happens more often than we’d like to imagine.

My issue is not with people ruining other reputations; it’s with people’s lack of compassion. With the Internet, as we all know, take the idea of voicing our opinions to new heights, heights that are sometimes unbelievable to hear. People will say some of the nastiest and outright hurtful things through the use of Facebook, Twitter, Flickr, and other online sites. I used to visit a site daily (I won’t name names), but I choose to stop going to the site because of the comments that were sent by people. Some people would literally sit at their computer and wait for someone to respond to a stupid comment they made and then forge a full-blown argument online. Who does this? Do you have a ‘why are you sitting at a computer arguing with someone over a stupid comment anyway’ sort of reaction to other big issues happening in the world?

Just because we have the right to let our voice be heard, does not mean we should implement targets against people and engage in pointless hatred because we have the right to do so. It literally kills my blood when people comment about things that they are not even interested in to begin with. Why in the world are you on a blog for people who are fans of “True Blood” if you’re not a “True Blood” fan to begin with?

Now everyone is aware of the news porter who received an e-mail from a stalker who was targeting her safety. My first instinct was what makes you think this person has the right to judge someone else? Second, there are ways you can appeal this to the writer who is why you are watching the show. Third, how dare you attempt to humiliate someone else for your own amusement? The person who sent that email should be ashamed, it was divisive in time and a justifiably for criticism.

There are some places in the world where people have the right to voice their opinions for their own protection, yet opinion, here in America people take not to be treated with respect the way they think. Without any thought of compassion, there seems to be this idea because it done on the Internet, it’s less harm-

ful. If anything its more harmful because it spreads like a plague. It’s time for Ameri-

can’s to rise up and realize that we will no longer tolerate this deplorable behavior; besides what message are we sending to our youth if we have adults teasing people and making stupid comments through the use of social media. The only message we’re sending is that it’s okay to engage in this behavior and as a human being that is not acceptable.

BEVERLY HILLS—Beverly Jones for more than 25 years has been the pre-

umerous service. For all your love and money problems. 

Ital EXCLUSIVE MASADA SECTION

** Subdivision ** ** Construction

FOR ADVERTISING CALL 318-267-6017

** SANCTA MONICA—The Vintage Fashion Expo’s dealers are ready to sell all your fashion during the fall season when you can REALLY go wild with ac-

cessories. Fall jackets and coats can easily hold large pins and cocktail dresses are perfect for those statement necklaces and pendants. Huge jewelry has been more popular. Large cocktail rings; costume, semi-precious and estate rings are on every fall for Fall. Hats, scarves, gloves, boots, boots, plaiders and all types of large jewelry are on everyone’s “must have” list for fall.  

When heading to the Vintage Fashion Expo don’t forget the line to grab all you can get, but for offices available at the show. Beautiful beaded andcashmere topknots, jackets, plated pants, cashmere cardigans, scarves, belts (Hawaiian and gabardine), boots, shoes, boots, cuffs, tie pins, and rings. 

The Vintage Fashion Expo once again is coming to the Santa Monica Civic Auditorium this October 20th-21st. Re-

citators from across the country will be presenting the best for the Fall season. Fall jackets and coats which can easily hold large pins and cocktail dresses which are perfect for those statement necklaces and pendants will be presented. Huge jewelry has been more popular. Large cocktail rings, costume, semi-precious and estate rings will be in abundance for the upcoming season. Hats, scarves, gloves, boots, boots, all types of large jewelry are on everyone’s “must have” list for Fall.

While at the Vintage Expo don’t forget to accessories and everything in between you will find it at the Expo. 

Vintage earring and bracelets will also be presented. The line men’s clothing and accessories that make that can try on easier – it’s a big show. Make a day of it. See you at the Expo! Show Hours; Saturday Early Buy: 9am-10:30am ($20)

General Admission: 10:30am-

Sunday General Admission: 11am-

For Advertising Info: Please see our page with ID.

Santa Monica Civic Auditorium

1855 Main St.

Santa Monica, CA 90401

(425) 488-7082

vintageexpo.com
HOLLYWOOD—It’s still hard to fathom that “Smallville” is no longer airing new episodes on The CW Network. It was one of my favorite shows. On a new episode, one would find super hero would grace the small screen and that hero is Oliver Queen. Many be familiar with the character from the DC Comics, but the new series “Arrow” provides a bit more substance to the hero.

Queen is portrayed by Stephen Amell who has the looks of a playboy billionaire, which is how he happens to be. His not until he finds himself stranded on a deserted island for nearly five years that he realizes he has a calling: he has the resources to fight crime and corruption in his hometown. In every super hero has to have a love interest, and Queen falls head over heels for Laurel Lance (Katie Cassidy). Cassidy is a terrific actress; she was sensational on the reboot of “Melrose Place.” This hero is a far cry from that one; here she is a lawyer out to fight corruption.

Both Lance and Queen have an interesting history as the two dated; he also had a relationship with Laurel’s sister, Sarah (Lacey Chabert, Wood), who died in the beating ac-

HOLLYWOOD—Well. Even the Devil himself didn’t want you,” stated a shocked Cassandra (Emily VanCamp) as he confronted her from the dead as wife Victoria (Madelaine Stowe). Another terrible line from the salacious drama Hunt and is known as “Revenge.” The second episode “Resurrection” delivered just as many surprising moments as the pilot did. I thought at first that she should have been told “Hello.” Shefit with being able to keep the audience glued to the couch.

The episode opened with Emily (Emily VanCamp) still on the island filled with the memories of her time with mother, her sisters, and all the surprises. She turned up at her college and was stunned to see him would be an under-

Victoria Grayson (Madelaine Stowe) conjures a clever plan. There’s just one problem neither of them knew that Emily caught the whole news. Emily is eager to plan her revenge on her old nemesis, Victoria Greyson, and a host of other rather spectacular series. Just as Bonnie’s relationship with her mother is only the problem is that the White-Haired Man has Emily on the brain. Emily is a master of revenge, so surprise her. The duplicitous Victoria at revenge; “resurrect” Victoria from the dead; the other was right when Emily asked for her help. Emily is a great kisser among other things! Need I say more.

Cassidy and Stephen Amell on “Arrow” Photo by Jack Rowland/The CW

“REVENGE: RECAP: RESURRECTION” By Latasha Anderson

To summarize: Emily is going to get revenge on Victoria Grayson. Emily is very much a woman in control here. She is the mastermind behind everything. Emily is a very calculating woman and she is not afraid to use her charm to get her way. She is the master of manipulation and she is not afraid to use her intelligence to get what she wants.

Emily is the main character in the show and she is the one who is driving the plot. Emily is a very complex character and she is not afraid to show her dark side. She is a very calculating woman and she is not afraid to use her intelligence to get what she wants. Emily is a very interesting character and she is not afraid to show her dark side.
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This statement was filed with the County Clerk of Los Angeles County on 09-30-2012, 10-07-2012, 10-14-2012, 10-21-2012.

This registrant who declares as true information, which he or she knows to be false, is guilty of a crime. This statement was filed with the County Clerk of Los Angeles County on 09-30-2012, 10-07-2012, 10-14-2012, 10-21-2012.

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement must be filed before the expiration. The filing of this statement does not of itself authorize the use in this state of a Fictitious Business Name in violation of the rights of another under Federal, State, or common law (See section 14411 at seq. Business and Profession Code). This statement was filed with the County Clerk of Los Angeles County on 09-30-2012, 10-07-2012, 10-14-2012, 10-21-2012.

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement must be filed before the expiration. The filing of this statement does not of itself authorize the use in this state of a Fictitious Business Name in violation of the rights of another under Federal, State, or common law (See section 14411 at seq. Business and Profession Code). This statement was filed with the County Clerk of Los Angeles County on 09-30-2012, 10-07-2012, 10-14-2012, 10-21-2012.
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A new Fictitious Business Name Statement must be filed before the expiration. The filing of this statement does not of itself authorize the use in this state of a Fictitious Business Name in violation of the rights of another under Federal, State, or common law (See section 14411 at seq. Business and Profession Code). This statement was filed with the County Clerk of Los Angeles County on 09-30-2012, 10-07-2012, 10-14-2012, 10-21-2012.
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FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT.

The following persons (in Artificial State Name Statement)

- PATRICIA MA DERA, 14216 E. La Puente Blvd Ste #H 104, Los Angeles, Ca, 90045. The business is conducted by: Individual. I declare that all information in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares as true information, which he or she knows to be false, is guilty of a crime.). This statement was filed with the County Clerk of Los Angeles County on 09-23-2012, 09-30-2012, 10-07-2012, 10-14-2012.

- THAO V HUYNH, 14216 E. La Puente Blvd Ste #H 104, Los Angeles, Ca, 90045. The business is conducted by: Individual. I declare that all information in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares as true information, which he or she knows to be false, is guilty of a crime.). This statement was filed with the County Clerk of Los Angeles County on 09-23-2012, 09-30-2012, 10-07-2012, 10-14-2012.

- A RTUR BABAYAN, 11865 Magnolia St #H104, Los Angeles, Ca, 90045. The business is conducted by: Individual. I declare that all information in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares as true information, which he or she knows to be false, is guilty of a crime.). This statement was filed with the County Clerk of Los Angeles County on 09-23-2012, 09-30-2012, 10-07-2012, 10-14-2012.

- CAROLINA GARBI, 11865 Magnolia St #H104, Los Angeles, Ca, 90045. The business is conducted by: Individual. I declare that all information in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares as true information, which he or she knows to be false, is guilty of a crime.). This statement was filed with the County Clerk of Los Angeles County on 09-23-2012, 09-30-2012, 10-07-2012, 10-14-2012.

- PATRICIA MA DERA, 14216 E. La Puente Blvd Ste #H 104, Los Angeles, Ca, 90045. The business is conducted by: Individual. I declare that all information in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares as true information, which he or she knows to be false, is guilty of a crime.). This statement was filed with the County Clerk of Los Angeles County on 09-23-2012, 09-30-2012, 10-07-2012, 10-14-2012.

- THAO V HUYNH, 14216 E. La Puente Blvd Ste #H 104, Los Angeles, Ca, 90045. The business is conducted by: Individual. I declare that all information in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares as true information, which he or she knows to be false, is guilty of a crime.). This statement was filed with the County Clerk of Los Angeles County on 09-23-2012, 09-30-2012, 10-07-2012, 10-14-2012.

- A RTUR BABAYAN, 11865 Magnolia St #H104, Los Angeles, Ca, 90045. The business is conducted by: Individual. I declare that all information in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares as true information, which he or she knows to be false, is guilty of a crime.). This statement was filed with the County Clerk of Los Angeles County on 09-23-2012, 09-30-2012, 10-07-2012, 10-14-2012.

- CAROLINA GARBI, 11865 Magnolia St #H104, Los Angeles, Ca, 90045. The business is conducted by: Individual. I declare that all information in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares as true information, which he or she knows to be false, is guilty of a crime.). This statement was filed with the County Clerk of Los Angeles County on 09-23-2012, 09-30-2012, 10-07-2012, 10-14-2012.